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Find all you need to know on how to bet on Anthony Joshua
vs Jermaine Franklin on the best boxing betting sites below.
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Anthony Joshua’s highly-anticipated return to the ring will take place this Saturday night when he

takes on American heavyweight Jermaine Franklin at the O2 Arena in London.

The 33-year-old is coming off the back of two successive defeats for the first time in his

professional career after being unable to get the better of Oleksandr Usyk. This upcoming fight

will be the first of Joshua’s career that hasn’t been for a world heavyweight title since he defeated

Dillian Whyte — Franklin’s previous opponent — back in December 2015.

As such, it is no surprise that the best UK betting sites have Joshua as the overwhelming favourite

to win the fight. Joshua’s fights regularly bring plenty of activity at sports betting sites and that is

expected to be the case once again for this comeback fight.

There are a vast number of reputable UK bookmakers that will allow you to place bets on this

weekend’s bout between Joshua and Franklin and we have found the best destinations for you to

bet on the fight. All of these Joshua vs Franklin betting offers must be claimed in time for the fight

on Saturday night.
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Best Anthony Joshua vs Jermaine Franklin Betting Sites

bet365

bet365 is one of the biggest and best betting sites in the industry, regularly offering some of the

best betting odds on all sports, including boxing. They are offering new customers the opportunity

to earn 30 in free bets when they sign up ahead of Joshua vs Franklin on Saturday night. These bet

credits can be claimed by placing a qualifying bet of 10 on any sports market.

 CLAIM BET365 OFFER HERE 

William Hill

Another giant within the industry is William Hill, which have one of the best online betting

platforms, particularly for mobile players. New customers at William Hill can also claim a bet 10

get 30 welcome offer on the site, with the free bets being available in time to use on Joshua vs

Franklin markets this weekend.

 CLAIM WILLIAM HILL OFFER HERE 

Betfred

Betfred boasts a very generous bet 10 get 40 new customer offer, making them a very viable

destination for new players to use to bet on Saturday’s big fight. This bookmaker is renowned for

offering exciting promotions around the biggest sporting events, making them one of the most

rewarding operators around.

 CLAIM BETFRED OFFER HERE 

BetUK

New customers at BetUK are eligible to claim their bet 10 get 30 welcome offer ahead of Joshua

vs Franklin. One of the best new betting sites around, BetUK has a vast range of sports for their

customers to bet on, as well as an excellent depth of markets. Sign up today to get your free bets

in time for the fight.

 CLAIM BETUK OFFER HERE 
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Once you have decided which UK betting site you are interested in signing up with, you will need

to complete the process of registering with them. This begins by clicking the link to the betting site

you wish to visit above, from which you will be taken to the registration page.

Here, you will be asked to provide a number of personal details such as your name, date of birth

and address. Remember only players aged 18 or older are able to gamble in the United Kingdom.

Choose a unique username and password to create your account before making a first deposit.

You will be able to see your bookmaker’s accepted payment methods when you go to make your

deposit.

Once you have made your first deposit, find the event and market that you are interested in

betting on. Add your selection to the betslip before entering the stake amount that you want to

place on the selection.

If you are placing your first bet as part of a new customer offer, be sure to read all of the terms

and conditions first to ensure you follow each of the steps correctly. Each of the betting site

bonuses above requires your first bet to be a qualifying bet before receiving the free bets after this

settles. Be sure to read the T&Cs to look for factors such as minimum deposit and stake amounts

and minimum odds for qualifying bets.

You May Also Be Interested In

 https://newsdirect.com/news/best-free-bets 

 https://newsdirect.com/news/best-horse-racing-betting-sites 
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